All institutions approved by PCI
a) u/s 12 of the Pharmacy Act, 1948
b) Conduct of Course.

Sub: All India survey on Higher Education to prepare a sound database on Higher Education

Ref: Our letter Nos. (i) 14-193/2012-PCI/12242-14094 dt 9.6.2011
     (ii) 14-193/2010-PCI/26737-28590 dt 27.9.2011

Sir/Madam

With reference to the subject cited above, please find enclosed herewith a copy of letter No. F.19-6/2013-Stat dt. 24.10.2014 received from the Dy Director General, MHRD(Dept of Higher education) New Delhi, requesting to upload the data on All India Survey of Higher Education (AISHE) portal within the stipulated period.

This is for strict compliance.

Yours faithfully

[Signature]
Registrar-cum-Secretary
Dear Madam,

Ministry of Human Resource Development had initiated an All India Survey on Higher Education (AISHE) in 2011 to prepare a sound database on a large and diverse system of Higher Education in the country. The survey covers all the institutions in the country engaged in imparting the higher education. A rich data-base has been built from the data collected under AISHE and it is getting updated from the annual data submitted by the Institutions. These are useful in making informed policy decisions and research for development of education sector. While appreciating your endeavour in supporting us by instructing the institutions under your domain to provide the data, I am to inform you that the Ministry has decided to start the survey for year 2014-15, w.e.f. 22-10-2014 and thus eliminating the time lag in collection of data.

I therefore request you to advise the nodal officer of the institutions for uploading the data on the AISHE portal (http://aishe.gov.in) for the years 2014-15 and 2013-14 (if not already uploaded). It may be noted that 2014-15 data cannot be uploaded unless 2013-14 data is uploaded on the portal. University has to fill DCF-I. Colleges affiliated with any University have to fill DCF-II irrespective of the programme running in the institution. Colleges running only diploma level programme and do not have affiliation with any University has been categorized as Stand Alone Institution for the purpose of the Survey and such institution should fill DCF-III. Survey Related guidelines for the Universities are available under survey guidelines link at home page of the AISHE portal. There is a provision of giving remuneration to the Nodal Officer for compensating his/her effort in collecting, compiling and uploading the data. The detail regarding remuneration is available under link “Survey Guidelines” on the homepage of AISHE portal. The reports based on the data are available to all Nodal Officers under the link “Reports”.

Last date for submission of data on AISHE portal is 30th June, 2015. For any further clarification in this regard Shri Sanjay, Director, (Telefax 011-26162917, email: sanjay.dig@nic.in) or Ms Ruchi Gupta, Director (011-26162832, email: ruchi.gupta@nic.in) may be contacted.

Looking forward for your co-operation.

Yours Sincerely,

(B. N. Tiwari)

To,
Smt. Archna Mudgal
Registrar—Cum Secretary
Combined Council’s Building, Kotla Road, Aiwan-E-Ghalib Marg
New Delhi-110 002
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